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terminating graphs r(n) which contain at least one particle in generation n, but none in the next.
By an interval of order n is meant the set i(r(n)) of all graphs -y such that tn = Tn where r(nf) is a particular graph in T.. The only interval of order 0 is ri itself. We now define interval to be either 0, or any single graph y, terminating or not, or any interval of order n, n = 0, 1,.
It is easy to see that axioms I.1, 2, 3 are satisfied. Indeed we have the simple property that the intersection ij of two intervals is either 0 or i orj.
4. Measure in the Space of Graphs.-While the notions of graph, distance and interval are geometric in character and depend only on the number t of types, measure may be introduced in various ways. One of the simplest, but by no means the only one to which the theory has been applied, may be imposed as follows. Suppose we assign a probability p(i; ji, . .. , it) to the event that a particle of type i should produce, upon transformation, jB + . . . + jt particles, j, of type v. Then every segment Yn of a graph -y has an associated probability p (-y,) The procedure applies in much more geteral systems where the transition probabilities are functions of the time.
also upon the polynomial P(z). This contrasts with the fact that the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial depend only upon the zeros of the polynomial. It accounts for the difficulty experienced by some previous investigators who, seeking to extend to entire functions the well-known results on the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial, found it necessary to assume P(z) -0 or to restrict p to the values 0 or 1.1
In the present note, the difficulty due to the P(z) is circumvented by establishing for E'(z) the following new representation. THEOREM 1. Let E(z) be an entire function of genre p. Let zo = 0, Z1, Z2, ... denote the zeros of E(z) 'with the multiplicities mo, ml, M2, respectively, and let Z1, Z2, . . ., Zp denote any p zeros of E'(z). Then (1)
The study of the argument of each term in equation (1) leads now to THEOREM 3. Let K denote the smallest convex infinite region which encloses all the zeros of E(z) and let S(K, i')-ctenote the star-shaped region comnprised of all points from which K subtends an angle of at least ,t = 7r/(p + 1). Then at most p zeros of E'(z) lie outside of S(K, O).
When p = .0, the region S(K, 4,t) coincides with K. Thus Theorem 3 is seen to be a-generalization of the Lucas Theorem that any convex region enclosing all the zeros of a polynomial also encloses all the zeros of its derivative.
In particular, if K is chosen as a convex sector, the following result is obtained.
THEOREM 4. Let a and 0 be non-negative nunsbers such that af < ,B a + f3 = ir/(p + 1). If all the zeros of E(z) lie in the sector I arg z I < a., then at most p zeros of E'(z) lie in the sector I arg (-z) < #. Equation (1) also leads to an elementary proof of the following result of Laguerre and Borel.3 THEOREM 5. Let E(z) be a real entirefunction with only real zeros. Then E'(z)/E(z). has at most p real and non-real zeros in excess of a single zero between each pair of successive zeros of E(z).
All of the above theorems remain valid if E'(z) is replaced by H(z) = E'(z) + Q(z)E(z) where Q(z) is an arbitrary (real, in the case of Theorem 5) polynomial of degree not exceeding p -1. For, the function Ej(z) = E(z) exp. f Q(z)dz is an entire function of genre p possessing the same zeros as E(z) and its derivative El'(z) = H(z) exp. f Q(z)dz.
A more detailed account of the above results, together with additional applications, will be published elsewhere at a later date.
1 Cf. the report on the zeros of entire functions by E. B. 
